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Magneto-Hall and magnetoresistance coefficients in semiconductors

with mixed conductivity

D. C. Look

University Research Center, Wright State Uniuersity, Dayton, Ohio 45435

(Received 1 September 1981; revised manuscript received 2 November 1981)

Magneto-Hall and magnetoresistance formulas, correct to order 8, are derived for the

case in which both single-carrier and mixed-carrier effects are important. Also, a new

magneto-Hall coefficIent Is Presented: P—(~ )(~)2/(~ ) 1 Values of'P for varIous

scattering mechanisms are calculated and compared with experiment.

The electron and hole currents in an isotropic

semiconductor with spherical equal-energy surfaces

can be @written as
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sphere the subscript zero denotes measurement at

zero magnetic field, 8«&——(r ) /(r) ne, and
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where the magnetic field 8 is in the z direction and
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Similar equations for o Iz and o2& follow by letting

II —+p. Here nI „=e8/m„, all otllcr syInbols have

their usual meanings, and the angular brackets

denote averages over energy.

Consider first current in a single band, for exam-

ple, the conduction band (n »p). Then, in ac-

cordance Kith the boundary cond1tlon J„„=O,%e

get

in the Boltzmann approximation.

Equation (5) is a well-known result. However, it

has evidently also been commonly accepted that, to

the same order of approximation (nI,„r„),R„ is in-

dependent of magnetic field. While this is true,

strictly speaking, it is easily seen from Eq. (4) that

a tclIn of dorncIr~grg (I.c,) + ) ill 02'/(0')„

+V2z„) will fall to order 8 in R„because of the 8
tenn in the denominator of Eq. (4). Thus, if we

insert Eqs. 2(a) and 2(b) into Eq. (4), and carry out

the averages to order Q)~n'Pn, the 1esult 18

Jnx
on=

Ex

-2 -2
o1n+o2n

—=(&.—24+noonP'
&nO ~nO

Ey II o2n
n ~ Oin+O2n

%here Rn is the Hall coefficient. To order m«~„ it

can be shown' that Eq. (3) yields

Some typical values of g„, P„, and r„:—(r„)/
(r„) are shown in Table I. Here the usual
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TABLE I. Theoretical values of r„, g„, and P, for several scattering mechanisms

(t„=a„e '), and experimental values for an 0-doped GaAs crystal.

Type of scattering P„—2g„

Acoustic deformation

potential

Acoustic piezoelectric

potential

Ionized impurity

Experimental (Fig, 1)

1

2

1.18

0.0865

0.577

0.79

2.52

1.94

1.00

0.0950

1.37

0.36

power-law energy dependence for t„ is assumed;
—SI.e., t„=Q„E

We now examine the case for mixed conductivi-

ty. Here'

j,=j~+jpx =(o i~+&ipx (tr2—n
—tr»)~p ~ (10a)

and

Ey 1 O2. —O1p

Jx& R (oi„+crip) +(o2„o2p)2—

jp=& p+jy=(tr2 —tr2 )E +(tri +tri )E„(101)

Again by setting j&
——0 we get

(o i.+aip)'+(o2„—o»)'

(trin +&ip }

F«&„,&p &«epen«nt of energy, well-known equa-
tions can be derived ' which are valid for arhitrary
field strength, as long as kT» Italo, . When r„
and t~ are energy dependent, however, we must
again restrict ourselves to solving Eqs. (11) and
(12) only to order ro, r The resu. lts are

cr„op(R„o„Rpop) 'g—„R„o„+(pRptrp
2 2 3 - 2 3

+ P P

(o„+op) (tr„+trp)
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cr„op(R„+Rp}(R„o„Rpop) P—„R„cr'„+PpRpop(2(„R„tr„+'2gpRpop)

(o„+op) (R„o„+Rpcrp) R„o„+Rpop tr, +trp o

c (1—ac }(1+ah )2 Psab c pp 2g„bc 2'
a (1+bc) (ab c —1) (ab c —1) a b (ab2c —1) (1+bc) a2bt(1+bc)

where c =n/p, b =p„/pz, cf.=r„/~, o„= np„,
crp eppp, R„——= r„/ne, and Rp rp—/pe. The sub-——
script "0"on the large parentheses denotes that all

quantities Inside are to be evaluated at 8 =0. The
first term in each of Eqs. (13) and (14}is clearly

due to mixed-carrier effects alone, while the other
terms involve single-carrier contributions.

Some data on a semi-linsulating, Q-doped QaAs
crystal are presented in Fig. 1. For this sample

po=4. 5+ 10 0 GIQ~ n~ —=1/ROC=3. 2X 10 cm
and Ro/po ——4.3& 10 cm /V sec. Two-carrier ef-
fects are not expected to be important since bc,
b c» 1. Thus, Eqs. (5) and (8) should apply.
Rather than plot bp/pp and —hR/Ro vs 82, we
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FIG. 1. Plots of po/4p (cirdes) and —Ao/b, R (trian-

gles) vs 1/8 for an O-doped, semi-insulating GaAs

crystal at 296 K.

have plotted polyp and Ro/ER vs —I/8 because

the curves are then more linear. From such plots

it is seen that the data seem to obey the relation-

ships

and (16) hold exactly, for arbitrary 8 (in the non-

quantum limit, kT » fuu, ), if single-carrier effects

are totally absent. However, an analysis from this

(mixed-carrier} point of view gives values of pp
and n; (intrinsic concentration) which are much

too high. In fact, GaAs samples with po(5)&10
0 cm are not expected to have strong mixed-carrier

effects. Thus, it appears that single-carrier (elec-

tron} effects dominate in this sample and that we

can therefore obtain g„and P„—2(„ from the

slopes of the curves in Fig. 1.

The values obtained are listed in Table I. Al-

though P„appears reasonable with respect to the

calculated "pure-scattering" values, g„seems to be

too high. It would be interesting to carry out a

proper "mixed-scattering" energy averaging [Eq.

(7)] of the various quantities in Eqs. (6) and (9). It
would also be interesting to know how such factors

as inhomogeneous compensation would affect the

results.

For completeness, we also calculate the high-

field (kT» fico, » 5/r) limits of Eqs. (11) and

(12), respectively:

ep„pp(n —p)'
am= (17)

nPp&..&&.„-'&+Pl „&;&&;-'&
'

Po Cp
p+

P
'

8 (15)

1

e(p n)
'—

The low-field limits, on the other hand, are

over the magnetic field range 6—18 kG. Here we

would identify Cp
' ——g„A„oo„p and Ca =(P„

—2(„)R„oo„o. In fact, the slopes of the curves in

Fig. 1 are the same as the initial slopes of Ap/po

and —b,R/Ro vs 8 plots, respectively, as they

should be. Although it is not surprising that finite

intercepts (Ap and Att) exist at I/8 =0, the func-

tional form represented by Eqs. (15) and (16)

would not be expected to hold as this value were

approached, i.e., as 8~ac. That is, we cannot ob-

viously identify Ap and A~ with the expected

high-field values of po/~p and —&o/~R respec

tively. Interestingly enough, the forms of Eqs. (15)

2 2
rzppz

—r„np„
Ro ——--

e(npn+ppp }

(19)

(20)

We would like to thank R. S. Allgaier for a help-

ful discussion.

where r„and rp were defined previously. It is

tempting to associate the intercept Ap with

oo/(oo —o ), and gtt wjth go/(IIO —R ao ), but it

must be remembered that Eqs. (15) and (16) do not

hold theoretically over the entire range of 8.

'See, for example, R. H. Bube, Electronic Properties of
Crystalline Solids (Academic, New York, 1974), Chap.

10.

2See, for example, E. H. Putley, The Hall Effect and

Semiconductor Physics (Dover, New York, 1968), p.

96.
3D. C. Look, J. Phys. Chem. Solids 36, 1311 (1975).
~D. C. Look, in Semi-Insulating III-V Materials, edited

by 6. J. Rees (Shiva, Orpington, 1980), p. 183.




